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ABSTRACT

A

oon~rehensiv~

account

or

seven previous

tneasureruents of the moan range of Poloniwn.2lQ ti.lpha

particles in liquid water is presented.

Suggestions

.for obtaining rn.ore aocurate range measurements m"e

mnde.

The importance of the mean rn.nge value to

radiobiology is mentioned.
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v.

Introduction

In recent yee.rs there bas been c growing interest
in Polom:wn2l0 (Po210) s.inee it is found in t'lu1ny substuneesl·5.'
.

Po210* Ms covered in 1.898 b"Y the. ClU?ies,, is a natiU"a.lly occur.-

ring radioactive substance whioh emits mono$nerget1o alpha
particles.

It its only

that a number o:r investigators

n~~ture:l

have deter1nined the rancse 0£ this isotope in a nedium as
bas5.c to cellul.ar atl:'!J.cturo as liquid wa:ter"'
Alpha p$.l"'ticlba are doubly-ion1z$d hol1Utl ato1'a

which are emitted by certain

~adioactiv~ nu.~lei•

As.alpha

particles go tllrough tnatter they inters.et with the bound

electrons

or

ey o=:c1tation

the mattex- losing energy mo.inly

a."'ld ionization CJf the atoms.

These particles undergo ma:rf1

interaetions and ar2.dtmlly lose energy as they t:ratreree the
'

•

>

•

•

•

,

medium until they cannot produce further

zat1on, £1c.nd then tne:v coma to rest.

the particles travel is h"nown as

'

:

'

•

ezc!tntio~ ~

,ion1-

The average distance

thei~

mea.ri range.

I.f the number ot alpha partieles arriving at

a

certain d1atanee fron1 .the souree is plotted as a. tunetion

of' the d1stanoe1 the curve in Fig. l is o'btnined.
particles had e.xactly the

Sa.'ne

:r-ar..ge, then the

dt'op vertically at. the dlstnnee

equ~l

Ii' the

CU!lVO

to the x-nnge.

would

However,

-6-
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Figure l Relationships of different ranges
to the number-distance curve.

tho distance travelled by ind.ividua.1 alpha particles varies
because of their random interactions and
atoms of the tn&diu.m.

~ollis1ona

with the

Thia variation, called atraggl1ng, pre-

vents tho curve in Pig, l from dropping vertically.

There ...

tore. a mean range R0 is introduced and is defined as that
diatnneo at which one...hal.t of the alpha. partioles have been

stopped.

This range ie found by dropping a

from th$ point
distance a.xis.

or

line

inflect;ion and noting where 1 t crosses the

The extrapolated range and the

are also orten l:llentioned in the literature.
tod range is

ve~tical

obtai:n~d

~nun

range

The extrapola•

by chtmi:ring the tangent to the curve

at its ini"leet;.ion point arid noting i·{here the tangent line

crosses t!u; dista.noa a..."d.a, v1hile the maximum range is the

greatest diatanee from tho nouroo thnt nny alpha pnrtiole
can trnvol.
Ac.cm•ate a.ssesnments of tho rnnges of alpha particles
in different rtedia are neoeuae.ry in the forr.ru.lntion of better
stopping

powe~

theory.

Stopping p<mer

~.s

defined as the

runount of energy lont by a chnrgod particle per unit path
length as 1 t pasaes through a n1eilium.

Also 1 . it is !rai;>ox:it;ant

to specify just wlwre the ond of the rnnt.;o occurs since tho
utopping pm'zar, or linear energy transfer (LET),. is quite

high near the end of the range.

This means that radiolog:t-

eal action depends on the distunoo that the alpha partialo

haa travelled in a medium, and this dependence is, then,
another !.'ea.son wli.y accurate range values are needed.

In

connec-t;ion with enex-sr loss 1 H. <h :Oe0nrvalho6 writes:
••sine& l1v1n.g biological

t:tssu~s &"&

com-

pcaed to a largo extent of water, then the

range ot alpha partiolon in this L'lBdium is
ot tundair,ental 1mporttanee in the quanti ta•
tiva interpr-etation ot the biological action

or densel7 ionizing radiations, particularly

vrl. th refet*enee to the nun-ber of pril>lary 1on:t.zationa produced per micron of path, nnd in

the deternitnation of the rate· of energy d1a•

td.ptltion. u

¥.'hen or.e thinks of the woalt penetrating
&.lph& pc:.rt:tcles 1 cape.bl$

ct

-po~ror

of

being stopped by _n eheet of pa.per

or by the dead tisau.e of a peraon ts a kin, one may tend to
rul.e them cu.t cs a biolcsiccl l"...az.e.rd.

It 1s true that the

weak alpha :psrtiolea do not forn1 m'l eztarna.l hQ.ze.rd as do

ganm;a rnys,. but they can eauge serious dar.mge when. released.
from a rcdioo.ctive subste.nco tha.t has boon taken
l::Um.tln body..

in~ide

the

It is of intc.rost, biologically upeaking, to know

hew tr.r certain

r~dioactive p~rticles

will penetrate in

liquids, eapooinlly liquid wnter, sinee tissue contains a
high :p:roport.ion of

t:.bout

40

water.

The

diar~tar

ot a tJPical cell is

microns_. \-:hieh is close to the rer.ge oi J?o2l0 alpha

pfll"t1oles in liquid \Vater.

It can be shown that in llquid

wntor the rnnge values tor alpha pnr.ticles are within 1% ot
tl'l.e ranges in t1aaue

cells7.

In tollov1ing up, these biological aspects R. P.
Zirltle8 has pointed out that the study of cell irradiation
by biologists 1s han?perod by t-!'wee factors;

panotration into an;t cell is very

the tr.ean

diffio~lt

to estimate

beeauae .most cells contain liquid water, nnd acourate

~ange

measurements in tli..is eubotanee arc not easily done; the
individua.J.. partiolos in c mnoonorsotic bce.tl ctrnsslo; nnd
the LE.'T

v~ies

greatly near the eriis of the purt:tcle tra.ckrs.

One of the reasons that Po210 is used. in ~•?ori•

ments concerned with the determination of the range ot alpha
particles ia because it is practically
This ia a trait greatly

natoa the

p~oblem

what range.

of

deai~ad

detor~in:lng

5.3

li!eV :monoenergetic.

:tn range woi'lr r.incc 1 t elimi•

vnlieh energ:; level gives

T"rd.s reason• Cv'1pled ydth the .racta tho.t Po210

has a. fairly long half life and le readily available, l1illkes it

a natural choice tor experimental

work~

Poloniwn.210 1a the i:rorJedie:te disinteg~ation product
of B1swth210..

irl'le Polonium isotope enrl.te alpha :pwt!cles

virtually all of which have ~.3051!.

Mev9 of energy. :rt.forms

i tc d.a.1.ighter, , Fb206 ~ a:t such a ro. te -chert tr.to lead oontont 01'

a !'1$aahly pJ:>epaX?ed Po2:10 aa1nple increases about .OS% a. day.
Pb206 1s a stable isotope. of lend and is tile ultimo.ta product

01' the Uranium-Radium f'axr.dly.

a4,

Po210 has an a.ton.to number of

and its alpha pnrtioles err;~rge from the nucleus With an

l
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initial velocity of i.6 x 109 cm per second.
tion constant 1s

4.95 x io·$''3d.a.ys'-l, Which "yields a value of
'

'

140

Its disintegra•

days :for the half life.

Figure 2 gives the decay diagram

tor. Po2lO.
The pul:"poae of this aaecunt is to review oriti•
cally the literature which deals \tith the rnann range of Po2l0
alpha particles in 11.quid wn teP.

A ooroprehens1 ve review·

this ldnd has never been published.·

·In

doing .this study

emphasis was placed on the uncertainties arising in the ..
individual measurements.

or

-11-·

p 0 210

Pb2os

F1~ure

2· Ener~y level diagram for the
decay of Po J.O to Pb206~

....12-

VI.
. A.

Range Analysis

Introdu.c.tocy
Remarks
.
'
.

l.

The

.Bistoey

experi~ntal

n:ieaaurementa

or

the mean range

of Po210 alpha particles in liquid \9'ater are few in numbel?
and varied in agreement, as Table l illustrates.

T"n$re

have been only seven reported vnlues tor this rnnge in a

period of fifty years.

It is noted that the value for the

mean range has tended to increase vlith time.
T'.a.e first investigator of this range was

w.

Miohllo, who used wires coated with Po2l0 placed in contact with photographic plates surrounded by liquid vrn.ter.

Re developed a :method which led to a value in liquid water
of 32 tdcrona.

Michl waa tho first to

sho~

that alpha

particles have a definite range in liquids.
Thirty-five years ln.ter R. K. Appleyardll•l2 conducted experirP.ents on the stopping power of liquid water using

Po2l0 from which he calculated a value for the mean range.
These studies were made \'71 th the aid of e. thin-window Geiger
counter which was used to measure the eff eotive thickness
a Fo210 source dispersed in water and hydrochloric acid.

In 19SO DeCarvalhol31 using e~.!U.lsion techniques.
found the range to be 39 microns.

In this experiment

or

, -13-

Table.l. The reported mean range in liquid
water for Po2l0 alpha particles. -

Mean Raif&

· (microns

Author

Date

l'fd.ohl

1914

32

Appleyard

194-9

323.2

Decarvalho

1950

\f1lk1ns

1951
1952

39
38

Decarvalho &
Yagoda

Anie.nsson

1954

...

Palmer &
Simons

.38.1

39.88
'

1959

•

!

-

'

·'

46

-
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specially prepared rad1ooolloidal aggregates

or

polonium

sul.fate serving as micropolnt sources were suspended in
water which was in direct contact with the e:mulsion.

:r. J., Wilkins in 1951 wrote an unpublished l"eport
for the British government (AERE

G/R-664) on the moistur&

factor in nuclear emulsions in.which he concluded that Appioyard ta val:ue of 33.2 microns was in ex>ror.

His revised oal-

eulations showed a mean range of 38- microns tor.Po210 alpha

particles in liquid water.
Decarvalho and Yagoda6 in 1952 ~ote a very interesting paper on the ranges of alpha particles in water, ice, and
heavy water.

Their method was similar to DeCa1"valho•s 1950

effort in which radiooollolds and-emulsions ware used.

The next report oe.ttte from G. Aniansson:J-4, who developed an entirely new approach for measurements ot alpha particle l"ange in liquids.

Hin method consisted of placing a liquid

between a flat piece or calcium tungstnte orya tal and a flat ,

steel piston surfaoe on which the source was deposited.

A

ee1nt1llat1on detector was placed in contact with the crystal,

and a range vnlue of 39.88 microns was determined for liquid
water.

A:niansson published a. later paperlS which stre:ngthens

bis claims for the accuracy estimated for his first deter•

mi.nation.
The 1nost recent measurement of the n:enn range. of

5.3

Yf.aV alpha particles in liquid water was performed by

Palmer and S1monsl6 in 1959.

Their work, bused upon emul-

sion techniques. gave the highest value yet reported for
this range,

46

microns.

Thero are tv10 other methods for determining the
wean range ve.lue of Po210 alpha partieles in liquid wo.ter

beoides direct measurement.

One of these methods involves

evaluating Bethe's stopping poiver equation, and the .other
'

yields a rnnge value from calculations baaed on Bragg•s
. additive law for stopping pO\vers.
2.

Bethe ta Stopping Power Equation

In 1930 Bethe, through a quantum mechanical treat•
ment* derived an equation to account for energy losses in
collision processes.

His original expression has been modi•

fiod over the years, and the equation generally given £or the
stopping power• -dE, is
dx

where

v is

the velocity of the moving partiole, m the tnass of

the electron, e the electronic charge, z the number of unit
charges on the moving particle, I.the average excitation

-16-

potentinl or the absorber atoms, Z the effeat:ive nuclear
charge or the toodium traversed, 11 the number of nto:ms per
cubic centimeter of the

medium~

and Ck a correction term

that depends on abaorber material and speed although it is

unit:i>o~ta.nt at high speedsl7,
Hov1evert in the oaae of Po2l0 alpha particles
passing t,brough

rJa~ter

the rate or energy loas is given b;f'

the expression
(2)

sinee, the

~elat1vistic

effect is negligible at tlle velocity

of Po210 alpha particles.
The fltopping number B is used in def'intng r.elative

stopping power.

The

defining equation for B is
B ., 'Zln (

zr2)

. (.3)

In principle the expression for -d'E, 'the mean

:r~te

dx

of energy loss,, can be used to evaluate the mean range ~f a-

beam of alpha particles emitted with energy E0 by means.of
'

' RO
.

'

~ SEO.,.dE
dE
0

.-

<4>

,Qx

· However, more integration of equation
'

(~)

does not

\

yield a prec1ac value for the mean range.

Despite tho oor--

r--·--------

-17-

reetion terw~ in equation (2) it ia still not valid at low
energies because of the capture and loss of bound electrons.
Hence, in order to obtain an accurate mean
necessary 'to use

experi~...entul

portion of the integration.

ra..~ge

value it is

range data for the low energy

Then
(;))

where Ei is the lov1est er..ergy fol'- which equation (1) is.
valid, and Ro.El is the known w.eo.n range

or

nlphn particles

with energy E1•
Calculations using Bethe's stopping p0\1er equation

have still another d1sndvante..go when liquid media are involved,
i'or the .stopping po\1er equation has not been shown to hold tor

molecular tr..edial8.

3. Bragg's Additive Law for Stopping Powers
There is still another way that znight be used to
obtain a value

fOl"

the range 1 and it comes from Bragg's a.ddi•

tive law for stopping powers.

It was suggested by Braggl9

that atoms of a medium act independently of each other as well
as independe:Qtly of' binding for.ces :tn the process ot stopping

a chnrged particle.

Hence, the energy lost by

particle in the medium. can be

conside~ed

th~

charged

as baing the sum of

the losses to the dif rerent species of atoms in the r,,ediwn

-18-

considered separately.

This statement is knOWn as Braggts

law, and for we.tor the law means that the stopping pov1ero of

a molecule of water is nearly equal tn the aur:i ot the stopp:tllg po\"1era of the component o:tygen and hydrogen atoms.

The key word is ttnoa.rlytt• since deviations could
nr1se20 from cher.:d.eal binding, inter:moleoulav interactions,
and. polarization.

These tb:J:'oe factors seem to be the

greatest contributors ,to deviations from 1deali ty.

The validity

o~

this law has been tested by

Anianssonl!>, who obta.111ed good comparative restilts tov the
stopping pO\Yet~ of twaney-t\vo hydrocarbons

particles.

fo'Jl

Po210 alpha

Deviations of about ljb have been reported2l

tor 3!;.o MeV protons traversing several hydrocarbon liquids •.
It has further been reported by Gray22 that departure from
3~

the additive law for stopping powers did not exceed
th1rty•eight range

measuretr~nts

in fifteen gaseous

for

compou~..ds

of hY"drogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen except in three ·

cases.

Gray seenm to believe that for alpha particle energies

above 0.3 L1eV deviationo from Braggts law should not exceed

2%; however, bis conclusion is for gaseous compounds rather
than liquids.
A strong interest in Bragg's law has

bee~

to learn

whether the same matter 1n,diff'erent phases really has the
same stopping power per molecule regardless of phase.

Alli-

son and Wa.rshaw23 appear to support the idea of equivalence

-19-

for stopping

powe1~

per molecule of solid and gaseous phases

within experimental uncertainties• . However, there hns been

much disa.greement among experiments as to whether water has

the aE.me stopping power value for all phases,
r.ients~

'

Earlier exper!'

those of Michl and Appleyard• seem to have indicated

that the .stopping

pcr~1er

per :molecule

-pf

the liquid phas!.t) wu.s

higher than that of the vapour phase; however, later data by
Decarvalho ti.nd Yagoda6. Ellis~, and AnianssonJ.4., definitely
indicate these phases
of stopping power.

a~e

close to being equivalent in terms

In fact the last three authors obtained

stopping power values which suggest that Bragg's law is
valid tor liquid water

w~th

an uncertainty of less than

It no\v appears that above 150 ltev {This

la\7

!5%•

is not vnlid at

lower energies.) the stopping powe:r of liquid wate:r> can be
given by Bragg•e additive law with an l.tncertainty not exceed...
ing .3~.

1.'h.e ooan range of a substance and its molecular
stopping power are related by the equation

ro
Ao Sa.v.
-=--.
. . . -r
d

(6)

d0 M

where ro and do are the mean range in air and the density of
air and r and d are the moan range in the test substance nnd
its density25. Ao is tha average atomic weight of air, Ii~ is

the molecular weight

or

tho test substa:q.ce and Sav is the

-20-

molecular stopping pmver, which in turn is defined as

Hero the N1 's rarer to the number or atoms of each type in one
molecule, and the s1•s nre the relative atondo stopping powers
of the el9ments £orrning the test substance.

A given Si is

de.fined as the ratio of the stopping number B of the given
atomic species to that of air.
At the present time departureo from Bragg's law a.re
so small, perhaps because of inaccuracies in stopping power
data, that the measurements seem to imply that the binding of
e.n atom in a molecule 'has no effect on its stopping power.

4.

Integral and Differential Stopping Powers
In discussing the a topping povrer of liquid water 1 t

is necessary to distinguish between differential and integral
stopping powers.

In ordor to differentiate between these

terms the differential stopping power is denoted as s, w11ile
the integral stopping power is designated us

s.

The differential stopping power of one molecule of'
water relative to the average atom

s

or

air is

=!J!
Sa

(8)

where sw is the stopping power of a water-molecule at a particular particle energy, and Sa is that Of the atom Of air at

the same energy,.

To deterirJ.no a the thicknesses of' n1r e.nd

water required to reduce the mean energy of the alpha pe..rti•
ales from sor:ie initial en-0rgy Ea to a tirr..al value E1 not much

nroa.ller than E0 are measured.

These th1clmesses a.re expressed

as the number of ntoms per unit nrsa 1n the eua ot air and
as the number 0£ tnoleoules per unit flI•ea. in the oase of water.•

The ratio of these two quantities gives the :meian differential
stopping power of water,.

The defining equation is

(9)

The integral stopping power tor alpha particles of
1ni t1al energy E0 is the ro.tio

or

th.e range in air., expressed

as the number or atoms per unit area, to the range in water,
expressed a.a the nUlt!ber of' molecules per unit area, or

(10)

It should be clear that usually differences will exist in the

values of th.ese two quantities.

-22-

I

There have been ve'I!y few s m.easuretrlents in water

sinee the range can be moasu'I!ed more easily and expressed

in terms of s.

It is 3 that is needed to apply Bragg•s law.

Since the methods th.at have been used to .find the
mean range in liquid water

or

Po2l0 alpha. particles have

been covered briefly, it is now possible to discuss criti•
ce.lly the reported measurements of this range.
B.

Work of Principal Investigators
l.

Michl

The first e:::perimenter to report e. measurement of
the mean range of Po2l0 alpha partieles in liquid water waa
Wilhelm Michl in 1914•

He undertook: this work in order to

demonstrate oonelusively that alpha particles in liquids
hnve a well defined range value, which fact, prior to

had not been proved.

1914,

Since at that tiln.G no electrical method

was available to measure accurately the postulated distances
alpha particles would travel in liquids. JU.chl decided to

use photographic emulsions.

ru.s experimental set-up consisted of' platinum
wires, eaeh covered with a thin layer of

poloniun~

resting

on photographic film which was innnersed in tho test liquid.
The mean range was deterinined from the contour of blackening

that appeared on the plate o.a a result of the action of alpha.
radiation.

CRls method, at least f'or liquid

wnter~

depended on

measuring t\vo vnriaqles and plotting them on graph paper.
T:.riese two varinbles \Vere the radius

or

the platinum wire used

and the width of -the blackened zone caused by alpha irrndia•
tion of the film.• Appropriate extrapolation produced the
range value,.

In doing this experiment Ndchl used different
size plo.tinum wires, in feet eight wires, whose cross-

aoctions.l dimensions were

detei~r.uned

very carefully.

On the

out.side of each wire was deposited n very thin lnyer of Po2lO.
He designated the vridths of the blackened zones by the letter

y and the radii of the wires as x.

Plotting corresponding

values of x and y led to a curve like that shown in Fig. 3•

Figure

photog1~aphic

shown in Fig.

why o. range value ean be obtained

Suppose a t'tire of dinrnater 2x were le.id on

from this plot.

a

4 shows

:f1 lm in a oontainor- of some test liquid as

4.

The v&.riable y is found by using a micro-

scope, and R, the menn range in the liquid, can be calculated.

It is seen :from Fig.
R

4 that

=V x2 _. y2

(11)

which can be written as
y2: R2

"°

2Rx

(12)
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0

RADIUS OF WIRES
Figure 3 Relationship between wire size
ana blackenea zones on film.

ontoiner

Test Liquid

Film
I

'--Y-1
1.

I

Figure 4 Schematic arawing of experimental set-up employed by Michle

which reduces to
x

when y •

(13)

=•R2

o.
However, 1t should be obvious thnt the above men•

tioned results a.re true only .i'or tho ideal ease vrhen the wire
does not sink into the f'iltl'l, when the liquid does not affect

the

g~latin

(i.e. does not produce a

~~lky

cloud), and when

tho wire does not cut or scratch the film and hence affect
the sensitivity.

With each liquid tested it wna possible by

graplrl.cnl methods to ascertain whether these factors were significant and to what extent they af'fected the range
11J0n.t..

~~asure-

These things could be done by using what tachl called

a "leading line,"
In order to understand better the ulending lino '1

concept. consider a parabola as shown in Fig.

S.

The dis•

ta.noes from the origin to P1, P2, and P3 are called d1 1 d2,
and

d3, respectively.

I.f these distances are laid off in a

direction parallel to the x-axis starting front the points
P11 P2 1 and P3 then n straight line can be drawn through the
end points as shown in Fig. 6.
Michl called the "leading line. 11

Thia straight line 1a whn.t
I,t is, of course, the

directrix of the parabola.
i"'t..

Since equation LJ1) is parat?o'lio in rorm, one would

expect in all ideal oases to obtain a straight "leading line"
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y

Figure 5 A parabola symmetric
with respect to the x-axis.
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6 Construction of the
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6. If' such a line is not present, then dev1a....

as shown i.:i;i Fig.

· tiona f'roni the ideal case must have occurred.

Aey such

devia•

tions must be accounted for in tho measurements of the Y variable• since the

x values,

the eross•aeetional dimensions, do

not a...1.a.nga.

not only does the ttlee.ding linen aid in detecting
the presence of deviations in the experiment, but its extra"
polation to the Jt-axis

g1ve~

pattticles in the liquid.

tho n;oea.n range of the alpha

The reason for thia tact is implicit

in equation (ll}.
Since water was the liquid that gave Michl the greatest trouble. it is not surprising that .the «leading lino"

not straight.

or

course the increased weight

or

WG~

the larger

v1ires caused depressions in the gelatin which mnde the y

ir.easUl"'ements too large.

'l'his meant that tho ir.ean range value

in liquid water was baaed on the assumption that at strkS.ller
wire dirotieters the deviations were negligible.

Figure. 7 is a

copy of the actual eurvea obtained by Michl tor liquid water.
Michl considered rrJtUiy possible causes tor variations

in the range value such as the developing procedure, the

length or titrie the film was

e~osed

to alpha radiation, sw&l•

ling or the gelatin) and solubility or Po210 in liquid water.
He was not able to

elin~nate

entirely errors arising from these

causes but wns able to minindze them.

Re did notice, however,

that the greatest source of error in his range results, outside
of the sensitivity of the

tilm~

was his inability to determine
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Figure 7 Experimental relationship between wire dia'.Ileters and blackenea zones using liquid water
as the test 11quia. The curve T is Michl's
"leading-line." OA = 32 microns.
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aocuratel.y the end.points of the alpha tracks, a dif.ficulty
v1hieh still. exists today.,

Another source

or

existed in his a,lpha source.

error in Yichl•s work could have
It is an established fact that
'

'

early work . with .Po210 wa.s corrplieatad by the extremely small
quantit1es·nva.1lable and sometimes by incomplete separation
of rad1oa.ot1ve impurities.

In fact it has only been v1:1thln

the lant -fifteen years that the chemistry of Po210 has been
:

(

placed on a sound bas1s26 •.. '?his could mean that s12l0 with
an alpha group at

4.94.

lifeV could have been present in the

solution from which Wdohl made his source.

The smaller

energy of the alpha particles from a1210 could account in
part tor the. fact that ?<liehl' s range values are smalle~ than

those that have been obtained recer1tly,.
Illichlts value of 32 microns tor liquid water 1s
about

17~

less than the value calculated by Bragg's law.

The value he determined f'or the integral. stopping power wns

1.83. ,Vdchl was the first to show definitely that alpha
particles have a well defined ran.go in liquids; he devised
a. photogra:phlc t.'lCthod for deter<::d.ning the mean range of alpha
particles in liquids; and his mean range and stopping power
values tott liquids agree app1..oxima.tely with aoeepted theoey,..
However, it is genera11.y assumed that the films available in
N~ehl's

time were not of adequate response especially when

swollen with liquid wnter for accurate evaluation of the alpha
track l"l:..eer the end of its range.

Therefore; his mean range

value should probably be considered as an approximation onljl"

of the true value,
2.

Appleyard

It was not until Appleye.rd nm.de his meaaurements on
the stopping pc:mer o.r liquid wate:v that the range o'f Po210
alpha pnrticlea was determined again~

This l'.vork by Appleyard

did not include e. rfu'1.ge measurement, but it is tnent.1.oned here,

because he celeulated the.111ean range using his stopping power
1

meesure::r.ent.

HiB experiment we.a the first designed to tneasure

the stopping power for a1ph.a particles in liquid water.
The unique method devised by Appleyard was based

upon evaluating the effective th..1.ckness of an aqueous solu...
tion of Po2l0 in hydrochloric acid using a specially prepared

Geiger counter as rJ.e detector..
thickness
~ace

or

The var:to.t:ton in e.ffective

the source with the distance in air tro:m the sur-

of tho liquid to the counter was used to

ping power of the liquid.

~~asure

the atop•

Appleyaztd was able to determine a

d1.tferent1al stopping pm'rer value of 1, 71 for alpha particles

between ij. and 5

:Mev: Usifl.g

thi:? stopping power value, ho deter-

mined the excitation potential I which appears in Bethe•s etopping pov1er

equation~

Using this value ot I and the energy

ot

the alpha partiolas from Po2l0.1 Appleyard calculated the mean
ranse value - a dists.nce he found to be 33.2 r.derons.
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Figure 8 A sch~matic drawing of the experime~tal
set-up used in Appleyard's stopping power
measurements of liquid water.

3.

Decarvalho

Tho next investigator, R, G. DeCarvaJ.h.o, reported
.39 micr,-,nsl3 as a preliminary estime.te for the rat'lge of
Po210 alpha purticles in liquid water,.

This tneasurem.ent

was tri.ade using nuclear emulsiona that were sensitive only to

alpha particles

whi~b

posscssod energy greater than 0.2 MeV.

DeGarvaL.'1.o gives a complete. description of his systexn in a

later

re~•ort

written wi. th Yagoda, which is discussed in

detail later in this account.

·An Englishman, J .. J,.

VIill~ins,

wao the fourth

investigator to arrive at n value ror the mean range ot
Po210 alpha purticles in liquid water,,

His report, done for

the Ator:ttc Energy Research Eatublishoont in England, carries.

tho restriction "official use only,." and, there.fore, was not
available to the author for examination.

Wilkins carried out

ex.per11nonts dee.ling with the e.f':rect of moisture content on

nuclear emulsions.
Other reportsl3-l4 indicate thnt Wilkins was able to
find

~xperi~ental

values fer the stopping power of water-

loaded emulsions ar1d to CO!Tq')Ute the stopping pmver Of' watel"
using Bragg's law as a basis for calculation.

Wilkins dis-

covered some marked inconsistencies when he a.tte1q:>ted to
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compare these· stopping power value& v1ith Appleyard•ti result,

and he concluded

th~t

Appleya.rdts values for the stopping

power and mean rnr..ge were in error.,

Vlilltins calculated a

value of .38 microns as the mean l"e.nge of Po210 alpha p~ti ...

cl.es in liquid water•
DeOarva.lho and Yagoda

$;;

Emulsion technique& were ueed again 1n the experi•
manta of H•. G,. . DeOarvalho and

u. ,Yagoda. . Radir.>oolloidal

particles of polonium chloride, which were compatible with
the properties of the enmls1on, were placed in contact with
the surface of the etaUls1on which was immersed 1n distilled,

air tree water.

The measurement of the alpha particle tracks

emitted from the ra.diocolloids oonst1tuted a determination
of tho mean range in 11quid water •.

An ionizing particle travelling

t~ough

a nuclear

emulaion leaves a track containing a number or developable
silver browide grains. . Whether or not a track is left
depends on

s~veraJ.

factors suoh as specific ionization; ·

development process, and bnckgl.'1ound• "

If the specific ionization is low, then the number
of grains that are dev_elope.ble (grain densit"Y) will be pro-

portional to the loss of energy, while for high specific
ionization the gl."ain density is constant boos.use every grain

in the po.th of' the charged particle is developnble.

As tar

as development is concerned, it fa not difficult to distort.

the gelatin during processing or to
le.:yer.

ov~rdevelop

t'!le outer

This development process is very- sensitive to external

rnotors such as temperature,, humidity, and oxidizing agents;

furthermore, the phenomanom of fading of the latent image ean
ooa~27.

Finally1 the general background can "fog" the emul-

sion to such a degree that it may be dif'ficult to d5.st1l.'l..gu1sh

a particular track.

An example of tracks on an emulsion

plate is shown in Fig. 9.
In the work of Decarvalho and Yagoda there was a
miP..imum

~f

.fading and distortion, becnuse both the source

and emulsion were kept in a re.frigere.tor at a temperature ot

(5 !

l)oc.

Furthermore, the development process was stopped

as soon as the surfnce nb!'asion marlcs became visible, ru1<l this

certainly tel"'..ded· to n11rdm1ze any overdeveloping.
Several drops of tho souroe, polonium chloride in

a slightly acid solution having nn netivity or 0.1 mill!•
curie per mil1111ter, were placed on the eLilllsion plates
which sat in a box filled to a depth of
liquid water.

5 ndllinieters

with

Most ot the colloidal particles stuck tirwJ.y

to the surface of the _gelatin and remained there during the
development process.
As a radiocolloidal aggregate falls on the emulsion,
alpha partticles which a:r•e directed nor:ir..a.l and nearly norir.al
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Figure 9 A photomicrograph of alpha particle tracks from
collodial particles of radium and its daughter elements.
Reprinted from The Tracks of Nuclear Particles by H.
Yagoda , Scientific American Off-print 256 1 1956 .

-J(.....

, to the plane of the emulsion will cause a. bls.ol! core ot

developed s1lve1"· to R!J)?ear vrhose area ia a function of the

activity or the rad1oeolloid 1 the energy ot the partielas,
and the length 0£ time the radiocolloid ia exposed to tr.ta

er.ru.lsion.,

Since a ra.diooolloidal particle is a.bout 0.1 micron
in diair.eter 1 1 t can be conaidered a point source, and the

eenter of the de"Veloped black core is the position of.' the
SOUl.°'Ce•

The-authors, using wel1•definod imges that had at

lenst ten recognizable end pointa- defined the average of

these end points,. nieasured from the last.grain developed to
the

eente~

of' the radiocolloid 1 as the mean range of tho

alpha particles in liquid water.

In order

to insure consis•

tent r-esl;llts these measurements v1ere litrd ted to radiocolloidal
particles of average aiza v1hlch had their surrounding black

cores f)iroular in nature.
Both Visual tW..d

used to measure the

photo1~~orographio

~ctual

ranges.

roethods were

In the visual method the

center ot the rndiocolloid wns judged by estirr;ation of the

center of tho b1laek core,.

Tfl.is method was suitable as long

a.s the blaok.ening associated with the im.a.ges was not severe.,
The visual method was natul:'-ally subject to human. limitations;
howeverj when a pio.ture of the kind shown in Fig. 9 was taken
of the image,. the center was detertiinad very precisely by

drawing radial lines

t..~rough t~..o g~ain

of the tracks.

The

center \Vas to.ken its the avernge intersection of these lines.

To demonstrate the aecurney possible with nuelear
rn,"lllsions, the re.nge of Po210 alpha particles was determined

in air.

A coated ateel needle was placed. 0.3 znillirreter

from tho o:nulsion and allowed to, remnin exposed to the .film

for

24 hours.

The film was removed and developed and appro-

priate corrections were applied.

The result was a range

o:r (.).82 ! ,.02) centimeters, which is in good agreement
with the accepted vttlue cf (3.842 f .0006) centimeters28.
value

The end points of alpha -particle traeks are nm.ch easier to

detern:doo for travel through air thun tr:lvel through e. 11qui,d,

and. therefore, the closeness

or

these two results does not

imply a s:tr-..J.lar degree of accuracy for

liquids.

~ange

values :found fer

Since the enulsions were· sensitive to alpha psrti•

oles 'i."li th energy greater than 0.2 MeV· only,, th.on· all ranges

deter:r.:iined ware shorter than the true valuo a.."'ld a slight
correction 11.o.d to be made to each final result. ·

Decarvalho and Ysgoda state that contamination to
a srJall degree should not affect tho range

value~

since

ittq;>uri tie a have a tende11cy to reduce the number of alpha

tracks arrivi11g at s certain point and not their maximum

track lengths.

-.38-

T:'le resultn of f'ifty ...eight measurements .shO".'ied the

' mean ra:r.ge in liquid water to be

<:~8. l

l .5) microns and the

integral stc.pping povrer to be (1.56 ! .02).

The value for the

range agrees well with Wilkins' result, and because

or

the

reproduclo1lity of DeCa1"'ve.lho and Yagoda's results, these

values are probably quite dependable.

6. Aniansson
In 195'2 Aniansson developed a new method for dater•
mining the rr.:ean range of. alpha particles in liquids.

In his

method the liquid ?:as plnoed between two plane surfaces one

of which was a scintillation crystal and the other of which
held the sou.roe.

This was the first tiroe a scintillation

counter was used for this measurement although Phillpp29
found the menn rar.ge of Po2l4 alpha pnrtielea by counting
the visual flashes that vre:r-e er:i tted, when the alpha :particles

struck a zinc sulfide phosphor.
In a sointi11at1on counter e. charged p11.rticle hi ts
the crystal (phosphor) vrhere the particle

ce.11

lose its resi-

dual energy by causing ionizntion and excitation of the atoms
of the orystel.

The en.orgy lost ia converted into photons.

These photona strike the photo-cathode of the multiplier tube
and cause emission of photo-electrons.

The photo-electrons

are attracted towards a series of dynodea each one having a
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higher potontiv.l

tlU>~.n

the prev5.oun dyn.odo.

Electx,ons v.re

ent ~tod by secondary emis!:'d.on nt ea.oh of the dynodes.

This

electron multiplica.t:J.on process permits un approc:1ab1o :nu.mber

or

electro:ns to reach the collector pla:te.

At the plate

a voltage pulse is produced the size of which is proportional
to the energy lost by t1'..e o.lpha particle 1.n the crystal.

Arter aroplifiontion tho pulse is counted by the scaler.

Aniansaon's experimonta.l set-up is illustrated
in Fig. lo.

A stef)l piston ground plane to

\Vi th.in

0.1 micron

is used for the source support and opposite it a piece of cal•
cium tungstate crystal ground to tho same tolerance is mounted.
The distances in his experiments were measured with "mikrokatora, 0 devices availo.ble cormt:ercially in Sweden vrhich Anianason claircs are calibrated to wit'hin 0,05 rrJ.oron.

Tho e.sswnption is tnade by Aniansson that tho eciunt•
ing rate as n ftmction of the distance botween the st:ri"aees

can be expressed as
1 N0 S(r) (l• x) dr
~

F

(J.li.)

where S(r) is the straggling function, 11 the count; rate e.t a

particular distance betvreen tho surfaces equal to x, li0 the
totnl number of disintegrations per unit time taking place
in the source, and r the variable in the straggling function.
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Figure 10

Aniansson's experimental set-up.

,,.!"•• .._••

The .fact that all of tho c.lphu partiolezs from n

3ou.rce f9.i1 to ll.avo the

beon known.

~mr::c

rnngc .in any inedium has long

Th.o Gaussian distribution function doscl":tbes

tho distribution in rar..go about the mot.m ra11go of mono•
enargetic n.lplw. particles in a. collinmted beam.

Th.is dis-

tribution .function is given by
G (r) .,

o(~

exp

where r 0 ia tha mean range and

[·

<7~>2]

(15)

cl:... is the struggling para-

S(r) in equation (14) is asnumed by Aniansson to

rneter.
,

take the form G(r) so that

-

(l ... x) dx-

(16)

r

With o. collimated beam and a. vanishingly small. straggling

parameter the ourve depicting count rate versus distance
would drop vortionlly at x

=~0 •

Aniansson points out that

with~ vanishingly slT'.all equation (16), whioh talres into

ro

account the laok of colli1r.>.f'ltion in his experiment, reduces to

M = l U0
~

(

1 - ! ) for x ~ r 0

,

l'g

and

(17)
>

for x. - r 0

The stx-a.gglins parameter ia not much 111.ore than or..e pereent of

r 0 ; the:retore, A!rl.!tnss::in ela.inm that he observes equation (17)

except for. Cr0 -o<'...) <.. x< (r0

,f.o().

Within this

sme~ll

region

the slope chnl"l8ea g:radually 1 but these chtd1g;es ar·e of no con•

aeque.r1ce since he es·tablishes the slope corresponding to
eque. tion (17) ror x<< (r0

...

,,z >~

i'llo plots of counting: rate versus distance from the
source will, then, give inclined str:aight lines that intersect
horizontCtl straight lines v1hich correspond to tho background

count. rates at tb.a diso1-tim1nator levels used.

A perpendieu•

lar line droprJed from the interseot1on or an inolined line
and 1 ts corresponding horizontul 11.ne to the :x:•axis would in-

ter•seot ·the wds

~t

a point rthich could be termed the mean

:t•angc of ·the alpha particles which lost aut.ficient energy in

the aryatal to give pulsea larger than the discr1minntor
level used for tJ:i,.is pair of lines.

. mean range e.n apparent mean range.

.Aniansson calls such a

Fer exm1:1ple 1 ii' a perpen•

diculur were dra\Vn f'ri:>m point· B in Fig. l l to the x-axis 1
tl'le intersection \dth the axis w·ould indicate an apparent

mean range of about 37 .6 microns eol'respondiP..g to
nator level

or io

e.

disorittd.-

volts~

Aniansson deternt.tned a series of points like B and
K in Fig. ll and was able ·to fit a st1.. aight 11rie to

the~

extrapolated this line to the zero discriminator level and

He
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Counting rate versus distance curves for typical liquid.
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obtained the point M.

The in.torsaction of tho perpendicular

l:i.ne from !J! with the x-axis yielded tor him the uncorrected

l':"..ean range.

Ania.ns::wn could not. get date. tor the zero vo1t

level.. of: course,,

becP~Use

of the

enormou~~

interference .from

electronic noise at that level.
One source cf error could lie in tho n'lethod of"

deposltlon of the aouree30.

Aniansson used an evaporation

technique to place his source on the support.

In order to

check-for-the possibility that the source was deposited
unevenly he toolc

0.11

nutoradiograph.

This autoradiograph

showed tho.t his source we.s evenly deposited and occupied a
oireular area 0.1 lnillit."leter in diameter located at the

center of the steel support.

The autoradiograph and the .fuot

that Aniansson used only one uoui.. ce in all the. exper11ri.ents
lead

·co

the conclusion that errors resulting i'ro:m the chara.c ..

terist:tcs of tho source iaero 1:U.nimal.
/ailnnsson found the range in air by the aru:ne method

he used for liquids.

His mean range for Po210 alpha particles

in air, corroctod to normal toniperatu1"0 and pressure, was

37.87 millimeters.
ted value28.

This value is 1.lt-5' shorter than the accep-

Aniansson clai~~ that this difference resulted

from a. thin layer

or

aluminum deposited on the crystal surface

and a lnyer of the orystal that wan made insensitive by the
grinding process.

Therefore, he nddod a corresponding cor-

rection to the value of tho

~ean

range he had round graphically.

The thin layer of aluminum was added to reduce any
possible energy transfer from the liquid to the crystal.

This

energy transfer :meehan5~sm is auge;t~sted and discussed b1 B:l!'l!s3l •
.An:!nnsson felt that some energy might be given to the crystal
by the action

or

the molecules excited as a result of the

irradiation process.

After a series of experiments An!ansson

concluded that this energy transfer to the crystal waa negli•·
gible; however,. in order to a.void altet"a.tion of the crystal
tho aluminum layer wt:u1 left on 1 ta f'rtcE>.
~1herefore 1

it appears that the w.ajor

errors associated with this

r.ieasuro~~nt

systems.ti~

or

of the nwnn range

Po210 alpha particles 1n liquid water resulted from the layer
of alumintL"'ll and the insensitive aone of the crystal.

The

mean range reported by Aniansaon is 39.88 microns. which is
2.7~

higher than that calculated by

u~ans

of Bragg's law.

Ho reported 1.469 for the integral stopping power, S, a value
which agrees fairly ,...,ell with that given by DeOe.rvalho and

7• .

Palmer and Simons

The latest published report ot th.e range of

5.3

MeV

alpha particles in liquid water appeared in 1959 as a result
of the work of

Palr~r

nnd Sin10:ns.

They evaluated.the range.

'

energy relationship of' alyha particles in liquid water, air,
nnd water vapour using Po2l2 (8.78 MeV) alpha particles nnd

nu.clear

enr~lsion

techniques.

They were able to measure. also,

the d1fferentinl and integral stopping powers of water,, as
sh~

in Table 2.
Their experi1nent oan be discussed in tv10 parts•

The

first part, \'1hieh is of greater inter·oat here, involves the

evaluation of the range of Po212 alpha particles in liquid
\Tatel1' as well as the relation between pa.th length traversed

and residual energy.

to be constructed.

'l'li..e latter permits a :tte.nge-energy curve

The second po.rt of their experiment deals

with the factors involved in detero1n1ng range-energy rela•
tionships tor alpha particles in _water vapour and air.

The first part describes the measuring techniqUeB
used in studying the penetration of alpha particles from

Po212 th.rough water layers o:t knoVTn thicknesses and into
photographic emulsio:i:w.

Sine& the range ...energy

relatic~hip

for alph.a particles in the 0·2 emu1sion used wns well•
known.32, then the e:ri..ergy

or

a particle entering the emulsion

CHluld be. deternt\.ned, and. hence, the loss

ot

energy on pas-

sing through a given amount of watex- could be found.

The

loss or energy in the emulsion and the corresponding length
of the path thro1.:igh water could then be used to detettmi.ne the

range in water of alpha particles with enex-gy equal to that
lost in the emulsion after a definite value had been established
for the total range of :Po212 ulphn particles in liquid water~

Table 2.

Difrerential and integral stopping
values tor liquid water at
various alpha particle Gnergies•

po~r

Er.argy
(!ffeV}

E1.:p&:r1ment*'

s"

Sw

*Measured by Pti lr11er and ~.U.m~n'
~Caloul.ated by Platzma:n (re.f.

18)
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Such data tor different thicknesses of water led to a rangeenergy curve.
The Po2l2 was deposited on a. portion of a highly

polished steel cylinder and covered with tormvar.

A 100

micron 0-2 research plate, also covered with a thin film
fo:ttnwa.:tt, was tho emulsion

or

e~loyed,.

A thin layer of water was placed between the two
formvar films, so thore was water between the surtaee or the
cylinder and the emulsion.

By means or an x-ra:y shadow of

the cylinder the line of contact

we.a

determined~

or

the cylinder on the plate

Then Pal!ner and S1ttlons tvere able to find a

path length T 1n water corresponding to the measured residual
track le1'lgth L in the

emulsion~

To each ot these residual

track lengths a correction was applied for losses in the
formva.r film..

F!guro 12 shows a

dia.~ram

of their experimental

arrangement.
Measurements were made on six different plates, and
the track lengths associated with each plate were grouped
according to values of T.

The averages of 11' and L were found

for ea.eh group and a. gl"aph of T versus L drawn for ea.ch or
the six plates.

In all oases the curves obtained were

straight lines with essentially tho same slope.

A typical

13. Th.e mean or these six straight lines
was expressed as a single line intercepting the L axis at
plot appears in Fig.

-------
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I. HIGHLY POLISHED
( STEEL CYLINDER
2. FORMVAR FILM

4. C-2£Ml/LS/ON

2.0
...__________---____________
~3.

{"

+~

Figure 12 Experimental set-up used by Palmer
and Simons.
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Figure 13 A typical T versus L
plot for one of the six plates.

L

=47 microns,

emulsion.

the range of Po212 alpha particles in

However, in order to verify their value of

m:tcrons for L :

o,

c-2
98~2

which was found by noting where the extra-

polated line crossed tho T axis, an cxper11n.ent was conducted

to determine the mean range or Po2l2 alpha particles in water
by comparing the rnnge in- wet er:ulsion

w:t th that in dry omu.1-

sion.
Palmer and Simona claim that, if a volume v of dry
e1nulsion S\vella to a volmr.e V when a volume of water W is

absorbed and if the ranges of the particle in dry emu.lsion,

wet enl'lllsion. and water are t, R, and x respectively, then
the following relationship holds

(18)
from which x may be calculated.

Therefore, the experimental

procedure had to yield values for v, V, R, W1 and L to permit
x to be found.
Careful deter•rnina:tions were niado of the needed
quantities maldng sure that all of them were measured under
the same condi t1ons.

When these values \Vere inserted into

equation (18) a mean range of

(96.6 t 1.7)

alpha pal'ticlea in liquid water was found.

microns for Po212
1'he two values,

1

98.2 and 96.6 microns., di:ti'ered,. but, because Palmer and
Simons felt thnt l1near extrapolation at lower energies was

not necessarily valid, they adopted a ~~nn runge of

96,6

microns for Po212 alpha pal'."ticlos :tn liquid water at 200 . o.

It was then possible to construct the ra.ngeTh.is \7a.a done by convertine;

energy curve shown in Fig. 14..

a residual path length L in the emulsion to residual energy
E by use or the

range~energy

relationship for C-2 emulsion.

The value of T corresponding to this L was read £rom Fig, 13•
The mean vange of alpha. particles of the ene1"'gy E was four..d
by subtracting this T from

96,6 microns.

Although their experi!llBnt did not yield directly
the tr.ean range of Po210 alpha particles in liquid water,
their range-energy cwve does give n mean range value for

$.J

MeV a1pha particles in this medium.

report a mean range value of

4-6

Paltrier and Si:mons

rr.1.orons and give differential

and integrnl stopping powers as 1.29 and 1.39, respectively.
This value for the mean l"ange is the h.:1.ghest yet reported tor
this enorgy; in re.et, it is about 1$~ higher thnn the

range reported by Aniansson.

lllEtan

Their stopping pO'lner values are,

cor1..espondingly" the lowest reported.
It is this high range value that causes one to look

for possible sources of error.

Two sources

or

error appear

to lie in deter.rrd.ning accurately L values less than fifteen
lniorons end in a.ocounting fox- air between source and plate.

The presence or. air would,

or

course, give range values that
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Figure 14 Rane-e-Energy relation for alpha particles
in liquid water found by Palmer ana Simons.

aro too small.

Errors in T values due to distortion (wrink•

ling) o:r the for1mrat' and the measurement ot the small angles

needed to evaluate the distnncas travelled. in water by the
alpha particles would alsq arise.

Some errors would nl'ise

.tro111 vreighing the nm.ount of wnter absorbed by the ernulsion
and in determining the th!clmesa of the e1nulsion.

two items r:rust be known

111

These laat

order to use equation (18), a.,.:.,,,d the

mean range ot Po212 alpha particles in water as obtained from

this equation is the most iltl1ortnnt sinsle deternunation in
thia. experiment+

Mo doubt the use of formvar introduced

eome uncertainties.

It is dif'f'ieult to 1rringine a manutactur-

ing technique thnt would yield n sheet of the material that
did not vary in thickness by at·lenst several microns.

Furthermore, it appears thn.t Palmer and Simons used the same
value for the stopping pov1e!' ct the rormv.a.r. to convert 1 ts
thickness to e.n equivalent thJ.okness ot emulsion regardless
of the emulsion pe.th length L.

Howevert the errors e.ssoointed wlth measuring small
L values, witl1 iveighing amounts of water absorbed by the.

etru.lsion, and Vfi th 11.1iu1suring the tb.ickness
would seem to have
~no

~een srr~ll,.

or

the emulsion

ttince the diff erenee in the

independent measurements for the

alpha particles was loss than 2%.

me~n

range of the Po2l2

Likewise it should not be

possible to associate le.rge errors with the use ot the range-

energy relationship for

c-2

emulsion.

In fact

Rotbla~

that one can rely upon the rnnge-energy relation for

states

a-2 "

emulsion to convert ranges into energy values to within

l~

error in the energy.
It nevertheless appears that carofUl expori:menta.1

evaluation of the uncertainties mentioned would be worthv1h1le.
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VII.

DISCUSSIOM

In Michlts work there appear to be two soux-ces of
error.

These derive from tho lack of sensitivity of the film

and the probable presence of Bi2lO.

Either one of' these

could in i tsel.f render a n1ensurerr.l.E)nt ·doubtful, but the possi ..
bility of hnving both of them present in any determination

would tend to make the result quite dubious.

Platzmanl8

feels that it ia virtually impossible today to assess the
accuracy of Michlls results.

This opinion is shared by the

author, who believes that Iiichl's measurement should be
regarded an approa.ohing the true value only.
In Decarvalho and Yagoda•s mensure1:1ent there exist

at least two significant sources of uncertainty.

Ono of

these is nssoainted with the fading of the latent 1ma.ge33.
The other of these involves the diff'iculty of determining

accurately the decrease in range resulti1ig from loss of energy
to the silver broniide and from the d11•ection of the particle

necessary to f'ort1 a traok.,
The :fading of the latent image is important, because

the presence of the alpha tracks on the emulsion was the sole
meari..s these \VOrkers used to determine the range.

Therefore,

a reduction in the visibility of the tracks, especially near
the end of the range., would certainly affect the accuracy of

the final result.
A certain nmcunt of energy is needed to enable the
silver bromide grain 1n the emulsion to f'or-.m a latent imaget
. 'l1he energy to form this image tr.:.Ust come from the Po210 alpha
pm~ticle.

This moarw the alpha pni"ticle r...ust lose energy to

the enmlsion aa welt na to the wate:v..

Hence,, the image is

forrried at the expense of the range of the alpha pnrtiole.

This fnet is the reason why ru.nge measurements performed with
nuclear ernulslon in liqu:td water in the manner ot Decarvalho
and Yagoda w·ould be expect;ed to yield range. values shol"ter

than the true range..

This type of error would also be

present in !l!ichl ts work.

In the

experi~...ent

of DeCnrvalho and Yagoda an alpha

particle, in' order to be detected, 1nuat travel in a direction
slightly below the horizontal.

It :.ta nas11n:od that these

authors :made an appropl"iate ool"rection.

The Ross eff ect34 os.n appear in any oxperi:m-0nt in

which nuclear ernulsions are used.

T'.ois effect deals with

ohanges in the size and positions of very small adjacent
:1.mageo.

As the gelatin drys the irr..a.ges move closer together.

The :maximum :magnitude at this effect is about
images originally 100 rnicror...s ape.rt,.

l.6~

for two

Decarvalho and Yagoda

recognized and minintl.zed this possible source ot error by

aelecti113 a very weak developer.

There do not

see~

to be any significant sources of

error in Aniansson's experiment except the one that apparently
can be attributed to a thin insenai ti ve layer of the crystal

and the thin aluminum coating on the crystal.

Anianason•s

correction for this factor seew3 to be quite reasonable.
Graphical analysis probably contributed a
uncertainty.

s~~ll

amount ot

If diffusion of the polonium into the backing

material hnd been appreciable, the junctior..s of the inclined
lines on his graph with the horizontal lines \vould have been

rounded.

Fano35 poin~s out that, when an alpha particle
approaches a boundary between two media, it causes a ehnrge

to be induced on the surface approached.

This induced charge

causes the particle to lose slightly more energy in the
neighborhood of the boundary than would normally be expected.

Th1s.efteot is very tiny, and it is extremely doubt.tul that
it produced a noticeable reduction in Aniansson'a rang& value.

Aniansson's use of meehanioe.l e.ppara.tus 1 the "mikrokators," to r..easure the minute diatti:.noes betv1een source and

crystal, could raise doubt.

However, Aniansson certninly

de1nonatrated the reproducibility possible with these devices.

In a later paperl5 Aniansson reports that he measured the
range or Po2l0 alpha particles in ~Nenty-two hydrocarbons
with an uncertainty of 0.012 micron.

The apparatus used is

essentially the sarr.e as that employed for his vmter measure-

ment.
There is a fairiy long list of possible sources

or

error that might be v1ri tten for Palmer and Siw..ons t experirnent.
Even the s111all arena of the :rormvar film. ·through which alpha

particles pasoed could have exhibited non...uni.forin tltlclmesa,.

It is possible that air was entrapped by the formvnr.

The

'

conversion of formva.r thickness to equivalent emulsion thick•
ness was no doubt subject to uncertainty.

Wrinkling the

formvar film was probably quite difficult to avoid.

The need

to measure aw.all angles to deterrrJ.11e traek ler. gths could have
led to appreciable uncertainty.

The weight of the cylinder

that held their source might well have rlltlde the thickness of

the water layer through which the alpha particles passed nonuni!'orm..

The experinK:int these men undertook \vas a very ditfi-

oult one.

It was neoeasn.ry for Palmer and Simons to use the
range of Po212 alpha particles in liquid \':later to arrive at

the points on their range-energy curve.
measurements yielded

9D.2

n1crons and

~neir

96.6

trio independent

microns for this

range, v.nd they chofJe to uoe the latter value in constructing
the range-energy curve.

Yet another worker36 used a aeintil•

lation detecto1,. to measuro this range and obtained {101

m:tcrons.

t

If Palmer and Simon:; had used this figure, their

2)
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indicated rar..ge for Po210 would huvo excoeded the similar
results.of Wilkins and Anianason oven more.
repetition

or

It saoms that a

Palrner and Simons t experir.10nt would be well

v1orth,vhile.

There are othel' factors discussed in the literature
that could account for uncertainties in range 111..easurements.
For example .. it has been reported37 tha.t .four alpha particle

groups are endtted by Po212.
Group

Energy

These are tabulated below.
Relative Intensity

(1.ieV)
cC..,,.

J:...,

ct:..,_
d:..-:.

io6

8.?J6
9. 9

4.0
20

10.ij.1.b
10 • .53

170

It is possible that the presence

or

these higher energy groups

could have affected the results of Palmer and Simons, but the
relative intensities r1f the higher energy groups are quite

small.

Their detection would.t of course, yield excessively

high range values.
One author38 detected a track JOO microns long on
an en::ulsion exposed to Po210.

He speculated that an alpha

partiel3 had engaged 1ri a nuclear reaction with the material
on which the source was deposited and caused the emission of
a proton.

Ohang39 claimed that he observed thirteen-alpha

particle groups in the decay of Po210.

less energetic tha.n

5.3

MaV.

T\7clve

or

these were

Attempts to reproduce Cha.ng'a

work have fe,ilad, tmd the oonnensus of opinion seens to be
that the

lcr~ver

energy groups resulted from the diffusion of

the Po210 into the bnckil1t;1 r:isaterinl.

Several other factors reported in the literature

trJ.ght be mentioned.

It has lol'..g been known that hydrogen

peroxide forms "V1hen alpha particles pass through liquid water.

It has been shown40 that tho amount of hydrogen peroxide
formed.is too small to require a correction to range measurements.
The electrons ejected from the absorber atoms as

a result of interactions with alpha particles are called
delta re.ys.

Lea.41 clainw that nearly one-half of those delta.

rays possess initially.energy in excess of 100 eV.

Although

an electron with this amount of energy can travel about one
micron in 11qu1cl v1ator,, this fact should havo caused no diffi•

oulty in the experiments reported here.

The delta ray track

in an emulsion does not begin at the point whel'e ·the electron

was ejected, and, when the track does become visible, !ts
grain density is quite. different from. that of the alpha particle tracli::.

The use of a.

discrintl.n~.tor

in work involving scin-

tillation detection ahould preclude counting delta rays.
The value for the menn range of Po210 alpha particles
in liquid water has steadily increased over the years trom
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Miohl's low figure to the surprisir.gly high value reported by
Palmer and Simons.,

It appears that it would be fruitful to repeat the
experiments of Aninnsson a:nd Pe._lmer and Simona in order to
learn why their vnluen are so disparatEh
Arrl.ansson has demonstrated the reproducibility of

h:ls method,
that

or

and~

Wilkins.

furthermore, his result is quite close to
Aniansson was forced to make a correction

to his result, probably because the grinding process used to
make his scintillating crystal flat wan too severe.

Perhaps

th.is dii'ficulty could be eliminated by using a plnstic phos-

phor such as ?W!-102, a product of nuclear Enterprises of

Canada.

Aniansson himself suggested that in future work the

measure~~nt

of distances between the source and crystal might

be carried out by means of an intorfaromoter.
certainly desirable and feasible.

~"his

idea is

The factors that should be

watched vii th utrnost care in a repetition

or

Palmer nnd Simons t

work have already been enumex-ated earlier in this discussion.
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